
April 25, 2014	
!
Kimberly J. Harris, President and CEO	

Puget Sound Energy	

10885 N.E. 4th Street	

Bellevue, WA 98004-5591	
!
Re: PSE’s “Eastside Energy” project - can we start over?	
!
Dear Ms. Harris:	

  	

I'm writing to you in the hope that we can rescue the relationship between PSE and its Eastside 
customers.	

 	

I’m sure you know, things have gotten rocky for us during the past few months.  Your company 
has made a good show of listening to us in public meetings about the Energize Eastside project.	

But it’s clear that you aren’t actually listening.	

 	

In the beginning, we were impressed that you had “Community Advisory Groups” to help you 
plan this project.  Now we see that these groups are a sham.  Neighborhoods have a minority 
role, and you’ve stacked the deck with other members who won’t question your conclusions 
(some of their organizations get nice grants from PSE).  The group meetings are run by an over-
bearing facilitator who is more sympathetic to PSE’s needs than those of the community.  And 
ultimately, you can choose to ignore any advice the groups give you.	

 	

Despite all this, I was hoping that there is still a way for us to work together.  You want to deliver 
reliable power and provide a decent return for your investors.  We want to maintain the beauty, 
character, and safety of our neighborhoods and homes.  These goals do not have to be in conflict.  
Everyone would benefit if we could work together constructively rather than waging war in 
courtrooms and city council chambers.	

 	

Unfortunately, there seems to be a great gulf between us.  You have settled on one solution to 
address future power needs for the Eastside.  “It must be overhead power lines,” you say.  The 
only question left is which of our neighborhoods we will ruin with huge new poles and heavy 
wires.	

 	

We have other questions:  How do underground routes compare?  Can we share the already 
developed power corridor down I-405 with Seattle City Light?  Could we put the wires in Lake 
Washington?  Can we address peak loads using a safer distributed solution like co-generation or 
batteries?	

 	

Your answers to these questions are not acceptable.  Rather than showing us the data or giving us 
options, you just say they’re all too expensive or insufficient.  “Trust us on that.”	

 	

Just imagine, if you will, what the debate would be if you had included an underground option 
for us to consider.  Instead of trying so hard to convince us your way is the only way, you could 



say “Here’s an underground route.  It will preserve your views and property values, but it will 
cost everyone two dollars more each month on their electricity bill.”  Then there could be a 
public debate about whether that is how we want to spend our money.  Doesn’t that sound a little 
more like democracy in action, giving everyone a say in decisions that will affect us all for 
decades to come?	

 	

It’s a mystery to me why the process isn’t working like that.  It’s unfortunate that none of the 
PSE employees we’ve met live in Eastside communities.  Perhaps you don’t realize that we have 
the same pride in our neighborhoods as those who live in Beacon Hill or Queen Anne.  We know 
it’s essential for you to maximize returns for the Australian investors who own your company, 
but they don’t even live on the same continent!	

 	

The most powerful force on earth	

You must have some idea of how frustrated the people are who attend your public meetings, but 
you may not realize how angry and activated they have become.  An engaged and outraged 
citizenry is one of the most powerful forces on our planet.  We are talking to our 
councilmembers, our legislators, and our representatives in Congress.  We are not powerless.	

 	

The conflict that is brewing is going to cost everyone.  The project will at least be delayed 
beyond the date that may cause system loading problems.  I’m quite confident that it will not 
proceed in its current form.	

 	

But there will be detrimental results for PSE and your investors as well.  A public relations 
disaster is likely.  People I know are so angry they are beginning to question whether PSE’s 
franchise should be renewed in their cities.  We are starting to investigate the possibility of 
forming a municipal utility district.  We know from your own financial filings that this would 
have a strong negative impact on your bottom line.	

 	

Is it too late?	

Your schedule of public meetings continues throughout 2014, so it’s possible there is time to turn 
this relationship in a more positive direction.  We want that.  We have families and friends and 
busy lives -- we don’t want to spend all our free time fighting this war. 	

 	

But we’re losing hope.	

 	

If you want to show that you’re serious about this, there are several things you could do 
immediately to show good faith:	

 	


1.     Disband the Community Advisory Groups.  The longer that sham continues, the 
angrier people get.  !

2.     Give us real choices and let our communities have a real say in the outcome.  A friend 
observed that you’ve offered us a choice between arsenic, cyanide, and rat poison.  Are 
you surprised that we’re saying no?  !



3.     Don’t send Andy Wappler to any more public meetings.  He was a good spokesman to 
introduce the project.  Now his calm and somewhat condescending demeanor is too 
slick; people do not trust that they are getting straight answers from him.  You need a 
representative who “feels our pain” and doesn’t have a pat or dismissive answer for 
every question.	


Personally, I don’t think it’s too late, but it may require a minor miracle to reverse the damage 
this project has done to PSE’s reputation.	

 	

I’ll pray for that.	
!
Sincerely,	
!
Don Marsh	

Bellevue resident


